Abstract. In this paper we prove a concentration theorem for arithmetic K 0 -theory, this theorem can be viewed as an analog of R. Thomason's result (cf. [22]) in the arithmetic case. We will use this arithmetic concentration theorem to prove a relative fixed point formula of Lefschetz type in the context of Arakelov geometry. Such a formula was conjectured of a slightly stronger form by K. Kö hler and D. Roessler in [16] and they also gave a correct route of its proof there. Nevertheless our new proof is much simpler since it looks more natural and it doesn't involve too many complicated computations.
Introduction
In [15] , K. Kö hler and D. Roessler proved a Lefschetz type fixed point formula for regular schemes endowed with the action of a diagonalisable group scheme, this formula generalized the regular case of P. Baum, W. Fulton and G. Quart's result in [1] to Arakelov geometry. To make things more explicit, we first recall the main theorem in [15] , all notations will be explained in the text.
Let D be an arithmetic ring, and let m n be the diagonalisable group scheme over D associated to Z=nZ. Denote the ring K 0 ðDÞ½Z=nZ G K 0 ðDÞ½T=ð1 À T n Þ by Rðm n Þ. It is actually the Grothendieck group of the category of finitely generated m n -equivariant projective modules over D. Denote by r 0 the kernel of the canonical morphism Z½T=ð1 À T n Þ ! Z½T=ðF n Þ where F n stands for the n-th cyclotomic polynomial. Then there exists a unique prime ideal r in Rðm n Þ such that the intersection of Z½T=ð1 À T n Þ with r is exactly r 0 (cf. [22] , Lemma 1.6). By construction the elements 1 À T k for k ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1 are not contained in r. To every m n -equivariant arithmetic variety X , we can associate an equivariant arithmetic K 0 -group c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ which contains a certain set of smooth form classes on X m n ðCÞ as analytic datum where X m n stands for the fixed point subscheme under the action of m n . Such an equivariant arithmetic K 0 -group has a ring structure so that it is also an Rðm n Þ-algebra. Let f be the structure morphism of X over D, and let N X =X m n be the normal bundle with respect to the regular immersion X m n ,! X , endowed with the quotient metric induced by a chosen Kähler metric of X ðCÞ. Then the main theorem in [15] reads: the element l À1 ðN
Þ is invertible in c K 0 K 0 ðX m n ; m n Þ r , the localization of c K 0 K 0 ðX m n ; m n Þ with respect to the ideal r, and we have the following commutative diagram:
, t stands for the restriction map and i is the natural morphism from a ring or a module to its localization which sends an element e to e 1 . Here R g ðÁÞ is the equivariant R-genus, the definition of the two push-forward morphisms f Ã and f m n Ã involves an important analytic datum which is called the equivariant analytic torsion.
In [18] , X. Ma defined the equivariant analytic torsion form which is a higher analog of the equivariant analytic torsion and he also proved the curvature and anomaly formulae for it. Once these preparations are done, one can naturally conjecture a Lefschetz fixed point formula which generalizes K. Kö hler and D. Roessler's results to the relative setting. Precisely speaking, let X and Y be two m n -equivariant arithmetic varieties, suppose that we are given a flat m n -equivariant morphism f : X ! Y which is smooth on the complex numbers, then we can define reasonable push-forward morphisms f Ã and f m n Ã by using equivariant analytic torsion forms. Correspondingly, by defining a suitable element Mð f Þ in the localization c K 0 K 0 ðX m n ; m n Þ r , we will get the following commutative diagram:
? y ? ? ? y f m n Ã for his constant encouragement and for many fruitful discussions between them. Especially, Damian Roessler is the person who made the author realize that it is possible to prove the relative Lefschetz fixed point formula via proving an arithmetic concentration theorem. The author also wishes to thank Xiaonan Ma for his kindly explanation of various purely analytic problems as well as his useful comments concerning a crucial lemma in this paper. Finally, thanks to the referee, whose very detailed comments help to improve the paper a great deal.
Algebraic concentration theorem
Let D be a Noetherian integral ring. In this section we fix S :¼ SpecðDÞ as the base scheme. Let n be a positive integer, we shall denote by m n the diagonalisable group scheme over S associated to the cyclic group Z=nZ. By a m n -equivariant scheme we understand a separable and of finite type scheme over S which admits a m n -action. A m n -action on a scheme X is a morphism m X : m n Â X ! X which statisfies some compatibility properties. Denote by p X the projection from m n Â X to X . For a coherent O X -module E on X , a m n -action on E we mean an isomorphism of coherent sheaves m E : p Let X be a m n -equivariant scheme, we consider the category of coherent O X -modules endowed with an action of m n which are compatible with the m n -structure of X . According to Quillen, to this category we may associate a graded abelian group G Ã ðX ; m n Þ which is called the higher algebraic equivariant G-group. If one replaces the m n -equivariant coherent O X -modules by the m n -equivariant vector bundles of finite rank, one gets the higher algebraic equivariant K-group K Ã ðX ; m n Þ. It is well known that the tensor product of m n -equivariant vector bundles induces a graded ring structure on K Ã ðX ; m n Þ and a graded K Ã ðX ; m n Þ-module structure on G Ã ðX ; m n Þ. Notice that if X is regular, then the natural morphism from K Ã ðX ; m n Þ to G Ã ðX ; m n Þ is an isomorphism.
Denote by X m n the fixed point subscheme of X under the action of m n , then the closed immersion i : X m n ,! X induces two group homomorphisms i Ã : G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ ! G Ã ðX ; m n Þ and i Ã : K Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ ! K Ã ðX ; m n Þ which satisfy the projection formula. According to [10] , I 4.4, m n is the pull-back of a unique diagonalisable group scheme over Z associated to the same group, this group scheme will be still denoted by m n . Write R 0 ðm n Þ for the group K 0 ðZ; m n Þ which is isomorphic to Z½T=ð1 À T n Þ. Let r 0 be the prime ideal of R 0 ðm n Þ which is defined to be the kernel of the canonical morphism
where F n stands for the n-th cyclotomic polynomial. The prime ideal r 0 is chosen to satisfy the condition that the localization R 0 ðm n Þ r 0 is an R 0 ðm n Þ-algebra in which the elements 1 À T k from k ¼ 1 to n À 1 are all invertible. This condition plays a crucial role in the proof of the concentration theorem. If the m n -equivariant scheme X is regular, then X m n is also regular. We shall write l À1 ðN 4 X =X m n Þ for the alternating sum P ðÀ1Þ
where N X =X m n stands for the normal bundle associated to the regular immersion i. Then the algebraic concentration theorem in [22] can be described as the following.
Theorem 2.1 (Thomason) . Let notations and assumptions be as above.
The R 0 ðm n Þ r 0 -module morphism i Ã : G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r 0 ! G Ã ðX ; m n Þ r 0 is actually an isomorphism. If X is regular, then l À1 ðN 4 X =X m n Þ is invertible in G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r 0 and the inverse map of i Ã is given by l
The proof of Thomason's algebraic concentration theorem can be split into three steps. The first step is to show that G Ã ðU; m n Þ r 0 G 0 if U has no fixed point, then the claim that i Ã : G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r 0 ! G Ã ðX ; m n Þ r 0 is an isomorphism follows from Quillen's localization sequence for higher equivariant K-theory, see [22] , Théorème 2.1. The second step is to show that l À1 ðN 4 X =X m n Þ is invertible in G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r 0 if X is regular (cf. [22] , Lemme 3.2). The last step is a direct computation using the projection formula for equivariant K-theory to show that the inverse map of i Ã is exactly l [22] , Lemme 3.3). The condition that the localization R 0 ðm n Þ r 0 is an R 0 ðm n Þ-algebra in which the elements 1 À T k from k ¼ 1 to n À 1 are all invertible was used in the first and the second step. Now, denote by Rðm n Þ the K-group K 0 ðS; m n Þ. The setting in this paper is a little di¤erent from the setting in Thomason's article [22] , that is we would like to regard i Ã : G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ ! G Ã ðX ; m n Þ as an Rðm n Þ-module morphism rather than an R 0 ðm n Þ-module morphism. To do so, we have to choose a suitable localization of Rðm n Þ in which the elements 1 À T k are all invertible. The following lemma helps us to find such a localization.
Lemma 2.2. The operation T R 0 ðm n Þ gives a one-to-one correspondence between the set of prime ideals of Rðm n Þ and the set of prime ideals of R 0 ðm n Þ.
Proof. This follows from [22] , Lemme 1.6. r
We choose the prime ideal r in Rðm n Þ such that the intersection of r with R 0 ðm n Þ is exactly r 0 . Notice that for any m n -equivariant scheme Z, we have a surjective R 0 ðm n Þ r 0 -module morphism
This morphism is an R 0 ðm n Þ r 0 -algebra morphism if Z is regular. When Z equals U, a m n -equivariant scheme without fixed point, G Ã ðU; m n Þ r 0 G 0 implies that G Ã ðU; m n Þ r G 0. When Z equals X m n and X is regular, the invertibleness of l À1 ðN The Rðm n Þ r -module morphism i Ã : G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r ! G Ã ðX ; m n Þ r is actually an isomorphism.
Þ is invertible in G Ã ðX m n ; m n Þ r and the inverse map of i Ã is given by l
Equivariant arithmetic K 0 -theory
By an arithmetic ring D we understand a regular, excellent, Noetherian integral ring, together with a finite set S of embeddings D ,! C, which is invariant under a conjugatelinear involution F y (cf. [11] , Definition 3.1.1). A m n -equivariant arithmetic variety X over D is a regular Noetherian scheme X endowed with a m n -projective action over D, namely there exists an equivariant closed immersion from X to some m n -equivariant projective space P n D (cf. [15] , Definition 2.3). Let X be a m n -equivariant arithmetic variety, then X ðCÞ, the set of complex points of the variety '
This manifold admits an action of the group of complex n-th roots of unity and an antiholomorphic involution induced by F y which is still denoted by F y . It was shown in [22] , Proposition 3.1, that the fixed point subscheme X m n is also regular. Fix a primitive n-th root of unity z n and denote its corresponding holomorphic automorphism on X ðCÞ by g, by GAGA principle we have a natural isomorphism X m n ðCÞ G X ðCÞ g . Moreover, denote by A p; p À X ðCÞ g Á the set of smooth forms o of type ðp; pÞ on X ðCÞ g which satisfy F Ã y o ¼ ðÀ1Þ p o, we shall writeÃ AðX m n Þ for the set of form classes
Similarly, denote by D p; p À X ðCÞ g Á the set of currents T of type ðp; pÞ on X ðCÞ g which satisfy F Ã y T ¼ ðÀ1Þ p T, we shall writeŨ UðX m n Þ for the set of current classes
Definition 3.1. An equivariant hermitian vector bundle E on X is a hermitian vector bundle E on X , endowed with a m n -action which lifts the action of m n on X such that the hermitian metric on E C is invariant under F y and g. Remark 3.2. Let E be an equivariant hermitian vector bundle on X , the restriction of E to the fixed point subscheme X m n has a natural Z=nZ-grading structure Ej X m n G L k A Z=nZ E k . E k is the subbundle of Ej X m n such that for an open a‰ne subscheme V of X m n the action of m n ðV Þ on E k ðV Þ is given by u e k ¼ u k Á e k (cf. [10] , I, Proposition 4.7.3). We shall often write E m n for E 0 .
Following the same notations and definitions as in [15] , Section 3, we write ch g ðEÞ for the equivariant Chern character form
associated to the hermitian holomorphic vector bundle ðE C ; hÞ on X ðCÞ. Moreover, we have the equivariant Todd form
Furthermore, let e : 0 ! E 0 ! E ! E 00 ! 0 be an exact sequence of equivariant hermitian vector bundles on X , we can associate to it an equivariant Bott-Chern secondary characteristic class e ch ch g ðeÞ AÃ AðX m n Þ which satisfies the di¤erential equation Let E be an equivariant vector bundle with two di¤erent hermitian metrics h 1 and h 2 , we shall write e ch ch g ðE; h 1 ; h 2 Þ (resp. f Td Td g ðE; h 1 ; h 2 Þ) for the equivariant Bott-Chern (resp. Todd) secondary characteristic class associated to the exact sequence 0 ! ðE; h 1 Þ ! ðE; h 2 Þ ! 0 ! 0 where the map from ðE; h 1 Þ to ðE; h 2 Þ is the identity map. Definition 3.3. Let X be a m n -equivariant arithmetic variety, we define the equivariant arithmetic Grothendieck group c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ with respect to X as the free abelian group generated by the elements ofÃ AðX m n Þ and by the equivariant isometry classes of equivariant hermitian vector bundles on X , together with the relations: (i) For every exact sequence e as above, e ch ch g ðeÞ ¼ E 0 À E þ E 00 .
(ii) If a AÃ AðX m n Þ is the sum of two elements a 0 and a 00 inÃ AðX m n Þ, then the equality
Remark 3.4. The definition of the arithmetic K 0 -group implies that there is an exact sequenceÃ
where a is the natural map which sends a AÃ AðX m n Þ to the class of a in c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ and p is the forgetful map.
We now describe the ring structure of c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ. We consider the generators of the abelian group c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ, for two equivariant hermitian vector bundles E, E 0 on X and two elements a, a 0 inÃ AðX m n Þ, we define the rules of the product
Note that a and a 0 are both smooth, so a Á a 0 is well-defined and it is commutative inÃ AðX m n Þ. It is easy to verify that our definition is compatible with the two generating relations in Definition 3.3, we leave the verification to the reader.
Furthermore, consider the isomorphism Rðm n Þ G K 0 ðDÞ½T=ð1 À T n Þ. Let I be the m n -equivariant hermitian projective D-module whose term of degree 1 is D endowed with the trivial metric and whose other terms are 0, namely I is the structure sheaf O D of SpecðDÞ on which the m n -action is given by
V is an open a‰ne subscheme of SpecðDÞ. Then we may make c K 0 K 0 ðD; m n Þ an Rðm n Þ-algebra under the ring morphism which sends T to I . By doing pull-backs, we may endow every arithmetic Grothendieck group we defined before with an Rðm n Þ-module structure.
Since the classical arguments of locally free resolutions may not be compatible with the equivariant setting, we summarize some crucial facts we need as follows:
(i) Every equivariant coherent sheaf on an equivariant arithmetic variety is an equivariant quotient of an equivariant locally free coherent sheaf.
(ii) Every equivariant coherent sheaf on an equivariant arithmetic variety admits a finite equivariant locally free resolution.
(iii) An exact sequence of equivariant coherent sheaves on an equivariant arithmetic variety admits an exact sequence of equivariant locally free resolutions.
(iv) Any two equivariant locally free resolutions of an equivariant coherent sheaf on an equivariant arithmetic variety can be dominated by a third one.
All these statements can be found in the proof of [15] , Proposition 4.2. For (i) and (ii), one can also see [14] , Remark 3.5.
To end this section, we recall the following important lemma which will be used frequently in this paper. [18] . In this subsection, we shall recall Ma's construction of the equivariant analytic torsion form since it will be used to define a reasonable push-forward morphism between equivariant arithmetic K 0 -groups.
Let f : M ! B be a proper holomorphic submersion of complex manifolds, and let TM, TB be the holomorphic tangent bundle on M, B. Denote by J Tf the complex structure on the real relative tangent bundle T R f , and assume that h
Tf is a hermitian metric on Tf which induces a Riemannian metric g Tf . Let T H M be a vector subbundle of TM such that 
It was shown in [8] , Theorems 1.5 and 1.7, that for a given Kähler fibration, the form o is unique up to addition of a form f Ã h where h is a real, closed ð1; 1Þ-form on B. Moreover, for any real, closed ð1; 1Þ-form o on M such that the bilinear map 
Let E be the infinite-dimensional bundle on B whose fibre at each point b A B consists of the C y sections of LðT Ãð0; 1Þ f Þ n xj f À1 b . This bundle E is a smooth Z-graded bundle.
We define a connection '
Then for every smooth section s of E over B, we set
For b A B, let q Z b be the Dolbeault operator acting on E b , and let q Z b Ã be its formal adjoint with respect to the canonical hermitian product on E b (cf. [18] , 1.2). Let CðT R f Þ be the Cli¤ord algebra of ðT R f ; h Tf Þ, then the bundle LðT Ãð0; 1Þ f Þ n x has a natural CðT R f Þ-Cli¤ord module structure. Actually, if U A Tf , let U 0 A T Ãð0; 1Þ f correspond to U defined by U 0 ðÁÞ ¼ h Tf ðU; ÁÞ, then for U; V A Tf we set
where i ðÁÞ is the contraction operator (cf. [9] , Definition 1. 
Definition 4.3. For u > 0, the Bismut superconnection on E is the di¤erential operator
Definition 4.4. Let N V be the number operator on LðT Ãð0; 1Þ f Þ n x and on E,
We now turn to the equivariant case. Let G be a compact Lie group, we shall assume that all complex manifolds and holomorphic morphisms considered above are G-equivariant and all metrics are G-invariant. We will additionally assume that the direct images R k f Ã x are all locally free so that the G-equivariant coherent sheaf R Á f Ã x is locally free and hence a G-equivariant vector bundle over B. [18] 
Àdeg a=2 of L even ðT Ã R BÞ into itself. We put
Definition 4.5. For s A C with ReðsÞ > 1, let
and similarly for s A C with ReðsÞ < 1=2, let
X. Ma proves that z 1 ðsÞ extends to a holomorphic function of s A C near s ¼ 0 and z 2 ðsÞ is a holomorphic function of s. 
Here A p; p ðB g Þ stands for the space of smooth forms on B g of type ðp; pÞ.
Proof. This is [18] , Theorem 2.12. r
We define a secondary characteristic class
such that it satisfies the following di¤erential equation:
then the anomaly formula can be described as follows. 
In particular, the class of T g ðo M ; h x Þ inÃ AðB g Þ only depends on ðh
Proof. This is [18] , Theorem 2.13. r 4.2. Equivariant Bott-Chern singular currents. The Bott-Chern singular current was defined by J.-M. Bismut, H. Gillet and C. Soulé in [9] in order to generalize the usual Bott-Chern secondary characteristic class to the case where one considers the resolutions of hermitian vector bundles associated to the closed immersions of complex manifolds. In [4] , J.-M. Bismut generalized this topic to the equivariant case. We shall recall Bismut's construction of the equivariant Bott-Chern singular current in this subsection since it plays a crucial role in our later arguments. Bismut's construction was realized via some current valued zeta function which involves the supertraces of Quillen's superconnections. This is similar to the non-equivariant case.
As before, let g be the automorphism corresponding to an element in a compact Lie group G. Let i : Y ! X be an equivariant closed immersion of G-equivariant Kähler manifolds, and let h be an equivariant hermitian vector bundle on Y . Assume that x: is a complex of equivariant hermitian vector bundles on X which provides a resolution of i Ã h. We denote the di¤erential of the complex x: by v. Note that x: is acyclic outside Y and the homology sheaves of its restriction to Y are locally free and hence they are all vector bundles. We write H n ¼ H n ðx:j Y Þ and define a Z-graded bundle H ¼ L n H n . For each y A Y and u A TX y , we denote by q u vðyÞ the derivative of v at y in the direction u in any given holomorphic trivialization of x: near y. Then the map q u vðyÞ acts on H y as a chain map, and this action only depends on the image z of u in N y where N stands for the normal bundle of iðY Þ in X . So we get a chain complex of holomorphic vector bundles ðH; q z vÞ.
Let p be the projection from the normal bundle N to Y , then we have a canonical identification of Z-graded chain complexes
For this, one can see [3] , Section I.b. Moreover, such an identification is an identification of G-bundles which induces a family of canonical isomorphisms g n : H n G V n N 4 n h. Another way to describe these canonical isomorphisms g n is applying [13] , Exp. VII, Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5. These two constructions coincide because they are both locally, on a suitable open covering fU j g j A J , determined by any complex morphism over the identity map of hj U j from ðx:j U j ; vÞ to the minimal resolution of hj U j (e.g. the Koszul resolution). The advantage of using the construction given in [13] is that it remains valid for arithmetic varieties over any base instead of the complex numbers. Later in [4] , for the use of normalization, J.-M. Bismut considered the automorphism of N 4 defined by multiplying a constant À ffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi À1 p , it induces an isomorphism of chain complexes
This identification induces a family of isomorphisms e g n g n : H n G V n N 4 n h. By finite dimensional Hodge theory, for each y A Y , there is a canonical isomorphism
where v Ã is the dual of v with respect to the metrics on x:. This means that H can be regarded as a smooth Z-graded G-equivariant subbundle of x so that it carries an induced G-invariant metric. On the other hand, we endow V N 4 n h with the metric induced from N and h. J.-M. Bismut introduced the following definition. Definition 4.9. We say that the metrics on the complex of equivariant hermitian vector bundles x: satisfy Bismut's assumption (A) if the identification
also identifies the metrics, it is equivalent to the condition that the identification ðp Ã H; q z vÞ G À p Ã ð V N 4 n hÞ; i z Á identifies the metrics.
Remark 4.10. If the metrics on the complex of equivariant hermitian vector bundles x: satisfy Bismut's assumption (A), then the isomorphisms g n and e g n g n are all isometries.
Proposition 4.11. There always exist G-invariant metrics on x: which satisfy Bismut's assumption (A) with respect to the equivariant hermitian vector bundles N and h.
Proof. This is [4] , Proposition 3.5. r From now on we always suppose that the metrics on a resolution satisfy Bismut's assumption (A). Let '
x be the canonical hermitian holomorphic connection on x:, then for each u > 0, we may define a G-invariant superconnection
on the Z 2 -graded vector bundle x. Moreover, let F be the map N is the curvature matrix associated to N. We recall as follows the construction of the equivariant singular current given in [4] , Section VI. Lemma 4.12. Let N H be the number operator on the complex x: (of homological type), then for s A C and 0 < ReðsÞ < 1=2, the current valued zeta function Z g ðx:ÞðsÞ :¼ 1 GðsÞ
is well-defined on X g and it has a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane which is holomorphic at s ¼ 0. Theorem 4.14. The current T g ðx:Þ is a sum of ðp; pÞ-currents and it satisfies the di¤er-ential equation
Moreover, the wave front set of T g ðx:Þ is contained in N 4 g; R .
Proof. This follows from [4] , Theorem 6.7 and Remark 6.8. r
Finally, we recall a theorem concerning the relationship of the equivariant BottChern singular currents involved in a double complex. This theorem makes sure that our definition for an embedding morphism in arithmetic K 0 -theory is reasonable. 
For each k, we write e k for the exact sequence Proof. This is [15] , Theorem 3.14. r 4.3. Bismut-Ma's immersion formula. In this subsection, we shall recall BismutMa's immersion formula which reflects the behaviour of the equivariant analytic torsion forms of a Kähler fibration under the composition of an immersion and a submersion. Such a formula can be used to measure, in arithmetic K 0 -theory, the di¤erence between a push-forward morphism and the composition formed as an embedding morphism followed by a push-forward morphism.
Let i : Y ! X be an equivariant closed immersion of G-equivariant Kähler manifolds. Let S be a complex manifold with trivial G-action, and let f : Y ! S, l : X ! S be two equivariant proper holomorphic submersions such that f ¼ l i. Assume that h is an equivariant hermitian vector bundle on Y and x: provides a resolution of i Ã h on X whose metrics satisfy Bismut's assumption (A). Let o Y , o X be the real, closed and G-invariant ð1; 1Þ-forms on Y , X which induce the Kähler fibrations with respect to f and l respectively. We shall assume that o Y is the pull-back of o X so that the Kähler metric on Y is induced by the Kähler metric on X . As before, denote by N the normal bundle of iðY Þ in X . Consider the exact sequence
where N is endowed with the quotient metric, we shall write f Td Td g ðTf ; Tlj Y Þ for f Td Td g ðNÞ the equivariant Todd secondary characteristic class associated to N. It satisfies the di¤erential equation
For simplicity, we shall suppose that in the resolution x:, x j are all l-acyclic and moreover h is f-acyclic. By an easy argument of long exact sequence, we have the exact sequence
By the semi-continuity theorem, all the elements in the exact sequence above are vector bundles. In this case, we recall the definition of the L 2 -metrics on direct images precisely as follows. We just take f Ã h h as an example. Note that the semi-continuity theorem implies that the natural map 
where W E z is the curvature matrix associated to E z . Actually, the class of R g ðEÞ inÃ AðX g Þ is independent of the metric and we just write R g ðEÞ for it. Furthermore, the class R g ðÁÞ is additive. Proof. This is the combination of [6] , Theorems 0.1 and 0.2, the main theorems in that paper. r
Theorem 4.17 (Immersion formula). Let notations and assumptions be as above. Then the equality
P m i¼0 ðÀ1Þ i T g ðo X ; h x i Þ À T g ðo Y ; h h Þ þ e ch ch g ðX; h L 2 Þ ¼ Ð X g =S Td g ðTl; h Tl ÞT g ðx:Þ þ Ð Y g =S
Arithmetic concentration theorem
It is the aim of this section to prove an arithmetic concentration theorem in Arakelov geometry. Let X be a m n -equivariant arithmetic variety, we consider a special closed immersion i : X m n ,! X where X m n is the fixed point subscheme of X . We first claim that the morphism i induces a well-defined group homomorphism i Ã between equivariant arithmetic K 0 -groups as in the algebraic case. To construct i Ã , some analytic datum, which is the equivariant Bott-Chern singular current, should be involved. Precisely speaking, let h be a m n -equivariant hermitian vector bundle on X m n and let x: be a bounded complex of m n -equivariant hermitian vector bundles which provides a resolution of i Ã h on X , then we may have an equivariant Bott-Chern singular current T g ðx:Þ AŨ UðX m n Þ. Note that the 0-degree part of the normal bundle N :¼ N X =X m n vanishes (cf. [15] , Proposition 2.12) so that the wave front set of T g ðx:Þ is the empty set, and hence we know that the current T g ðx:Þ is actually smooth. This fact means that the following definition does make sense.
Definition 5.1. Let notations and assumptions be as above. The embedding morphism
is defined as follows:
(i) For every m n -equivariant hermitian vector bundle h on X m n , suppose that x: is a resolution of i Ã h on X whose metrics satisfy Bismut's assumption (A),
Theorem 5.2. The embedding morphism i Ã is a well-defined group homomorphism.
Proof. We have to prove that our definition for i Ã is well-defined and it is compatible with the two generating relations of arithmetic K 0 -group. Indeed, assume that we are given a short exact sequence
of equivariant hermitian vector bundles on X m n . As in Theorem 4.15, let x: 0 , x: and x: 00 be resolutions on X of i Ã h 0 , i Ã h and i Ã h 00 which fit the double complex
such that all rows are exact. For each k, we write e k for the exact sequence
Then Theorem 4.15 implies that the equality
holds inÃ AðX m n Þ. This means i Ã ½h 0 À i Ã ½h þ i Ã ½h 00 ¼ 0 in the group c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ according to its generating relations. Note that if x: is an exact sequence then T g ðx:Þ is equal to À e ch ch g ðx:Þ, so we have i Ã ½0 ¼ 0. Moreover, any two resolutions of i Ã h are dominated by a third one, then our arguments above also show that i Ã ½h is independent of the choice of resolution. Therefore, the embedding morphism i Ã is well-defined and it is compatible with the first generating relation of arithmetic K 0 -group. On the other hand, the compatibility with the second relation is trivial. So we are done. r Lemma 5.3 (Projection formula). For any elements
Proof. Assume that x ¼ E and y ¼ F are equivariant hermitian vector bundles. Let x: be a resolution of i Ã F on X , then E n x: provides a resolution of i Ã ði Ã E n F Þ. By definition we have
which is exactly x Á i Ã y. Assume that x ¼ a is represented by some smooth form and y ¼ F is an equivariant hermitian vector bundle. Again let x: be a resolution of i Ã F on X , then
which is exactly x Á i Ã y. Now assume that x ¼ E is an equivariant hermitian vector bundle and y ¼ a is represented by some smooth form, then
g ðNÞ which is exactly x Á i Ã y. Finally, if x and y are both represented by smooth forms then i Ã ði Ã x Á yÞ is trivially equal to x Á i Ã y by definition. Note that i Ã and i Ã are group homomorphisms, so we may conclude the projection formula from its correctness on generators. This completes the proof. r Remark 5.4. Lemma 5.3 implies that i Ã is even a homomorphism of Rðm n Þ-modules so that it induces a homomorphism between arithmetic K 0 -groups after taking localization, and hence there exists a corresponding projection formula after taking localization.
With Remark 5.4, the arithmetic concentration theorem can be described as follows. Before giving a complete proof of this concentration theorem, we need to make some purely analytic preliminaries.
Definition 5.6. Let X be a compact complex manifold, and let x: be a bounded complex of hermitian vector bundles on X such that the homology sheaves are all locally free i.e. vector bundles. Suppose that the homology sheaves are endowed with some hermitian metrics h H . Such a complex will be called a standard complex. Endow the kernel and the image of every di¤erential with the induced metrics from x:. We say that a standard complex ðx:; h H Þ is homologically split if the short exact sequences
of hermitian vector bundles are all orthogonally split.
In [17] , X. Ma proved the following uniqueness theorem.
Theorem 5.7. Let X be a compact complex manifold, then to each standard complex of hermitian vector bundles ðx:; h H Þ on X there is a unique way to associate an element Mðx:; h H Þ AÃ AðX Þ satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) For any holomorphic morphism f :
(iii) If ðx:; h H Þ is homologically split, then Mðx:; h H Þ ¼ 0.
The definition of standard complex and Ma's uniqueness theorem can be easily generalized to the equivariant case. We summarize these generalizations as follows.
Definition 5.8. Let X be a compact complex manifold which admits a holomorphic action of a compact Lie group G. Fix an element g A G. An equivariant standard complex on X is a bounded complex of G-equivariant hermitian vector bundles on X whose restriction to X g is standard and the metrics on the homology sheaves are g-invariant. Again we shall write an equivariant standard complex as ðx:; h H Þ to emphasize the choice of the metrics on the homology sheaves. . This can be seen from the following argument. If ðx:j X g ; h H Þ is homologically split, then up to isometries we may write
where fF k g is a family of hermitian vector bundles on X g . Moreover, the di¤erential v is given by ðv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 Þ 7 ! ðv 3 ; 0; 0Þ. So we compute directly that
Þ. This equality implies that Now we go back to the arithmetic case. We consider the closed immersion i : X m n ,! X with hermitian normal bundle N, and as before let h be an equivariant hermitian vector bundle on X m n . Assume that the complex x: provides a resolution of i Ã h on X by equivariant hermitian vector bundles whose metrics satisfy Bismut's assumption (A). Then the restriction of x C : to X g is naturally a standard complex such that h H is equal to h H ind .
Lemma 5.13. Let notations and assumptions be as above. Then the equality
Proof. According to Remark 4.10, we can split x:j X m n into the following series of exact sequences of equivariant hermitian vector bundles
Then by the definition of arithmetic K 0 -theory, l À1 ðN it is possible to prove this equality by using the construction of the deformation to the normal cone. It is a little complicated but it is independently interesting. We shall fulfill this work in a coming paper.
We are now ready to give a complete proof of our arithmetic concentration theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. Denote by U the complement of X m n in X , then j : U ,! X is a m n -equivariant open subscheme of X whose fixed point set is empty. We consider the following double complex: The third row of this complex is exact by Quillen's localization sequence for higher equivariant K-theory. We next claim that the other two rows are also exact. Actually, this follows from an easy argument of diagram chasing. Note that the algebraic concentration theorem implies that K Ã ðU; m n Þ r all vanish, then together with the fact that U m n is the empty set we conclude that the elements of the third column of this double complex are all equal to 0. So our claim is equivalent to say i Ã : c K 0 K 0 ðX m n ; m n Þ r ! c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ r is surjective. Indeed, for any element x A c K 0 K 0 ðX ; m n Þ r we may find an element y A c K 0 K 0 ðX m n ; m n Þ r such that i Ã pðyÞ ¼ pðxÞ. This means x À i Ã ðyÞ is in the kernel of p, so there exists an element a AÃ AðX
Hence, i Ã is surjective. By constructing its inverse morphism, we conclude that the embedding morphism
Concerning such an inverse morphism, let h be an equivariant hermitian vector bundle on X m n , then we have
The last equality follows from Lemma 5.13. Moreover, let a be an element inÃ AðX m n Þ, then we have the equalities
Therefore, the inverse morphism of the embedding morphism i Ã is of the form l 
Relative fixed point formula of Lefschetz type in Arakelov geometry
Let X , Y be two m n -equivariant arithmetic varieties over some fixed arithmetic ring D and let f : X ! Y be a m n -equivariant morphism over D which is smooth over the complex numbers. By definition X admits a m n -projective action over D, then the morphism f is automatically m n -projective. Fix a m n ðCÞ-invariant Kähler metric on X ðCÞ so that we get a Kähler fibration with respect to the holomorphic submersion f C : X ðCÞ ! Y ðCÞ. Let E be an f-acyclic m n -equivariant hermitian vector bundle on X , we know that the direct image f Ã E is a coherent sheaf which is locally free on Y ðCÞ hence it can be endowed with a natural equivariant structure and the L 2 -metric. Moreover, ð f Ã E; f Ã h E Þ always admits a resolution by equivariant hermitian vector bundles on Y . Assume that x:
E is such a resolution and we denote by e ch ch g ðx: E Þ the secondary Bott-Chern characteristic class of the following exact sequence:
Let c K 0 K 0 ac ðX ; m n Þ be the group generated by f-acyclic equivariant vector bundles on X and the elements ofÃ AðX m n Þ, with the same relations as in Definition 3.3. A theorem of Quillen (cf. [20] , Corollary 3, p. 111) for the algebraic analogs of this group implies that the natural map c
So the following definition does make sense.
Definition 6.1. Let notations and assumptions be as above. The push-forward morphism
(i) For every f-acyclic m n -equivariant hermitian vector bundle E on X , the direct image of E is given by
Theorem 6.2. The push-forward morphism f Ã is a well-defined group homomorphism.
Proof. Again we have to prove that our definition for f Ã is independent of the choice of resolution and it is compatible with the two generating relations of arithmetic K 0 -groups. Indeed, assume that we are given a short exact sequence According to the generating relations of c K 0 K 0 ðY ; m n Þ, our definition of the push-forward morphism f Ã and the double complex formula of equivariant secondary Bott-Chern classes, we have an equation
On the other hand, we apply Bismut-Ma's immersion formula to the case where the fibration is with respect to f C : f À1 C ðY g Þ ! Y g and the closed immersion is the identity map, then the equality T g ðo X ; h E 0 Þ À T g ðo X ; h E Þ þ T g ðo X ; h E 00 Þ À e ch ch g ð f Ã eÞ ¼ À Ð
Td g ðTf ; h Tf Þ e ch ch g ðeÞ holds inÃ AðY m n Þ. Combing these two computations above, we finally get
Td g ðTf ; h Tf Þ e ch ch g ðeÞ:
This final expression means that the push-forward morphism f Ã is compatible with the first generating relation of arithmetic K 0 -theory. For the second one, it is rather clear from definition. It is easily seen from the generating relation of c K 0 K 0 ðY ; m n Þ that f Ã 0 is equal to 0. Moreover, since any two resolutions of f Ã E are dominated by a third one, our arguments above also show that f Ã E is independent of the choice of resolution. So we are done. r Proof. Assume that y ¼ E is an equivariant hermitian vector bundle and x ¼ F is an f-acyclic equivariant hermitian vector bundle, then f Ã y Á x ¼ f Ã E n F . By the projection formula for direct images and the definition of L 2 -metric, we know that And the right-hand side of the last equality is exactly the left-hand side of Bismut-Ma's immersion formula. One just need to note that to simplify the right-hand side of BismutMa's immersion formula, we have used an Atiyah-Segal-Singer type formula for immersion
This formula is the content of [15] , Theorem 6.16. r Remark 6.6. The c K 0 K 0 -theoretic version of Bismut-Ma's immersion formula even holds without acyclicity conditions on the bundles h and x j . One can carry out the same principle of the proof of [21] , Theorem 6.7, to show this fact because every equivariant arithmetic variety is supposed to admit a m n -projective action.
We now turn to the description of the relative fixed point formula of Lefschetz type and its proof. Let f : X ! Y be an equivariant morphism of m n -equivariant arithmetic varieties, which is flat and smooth over the complex numbers. We additionally suppose that the fibre product f À1 ðY m n Þ is regular. We shall naturally endow X m n ðCÞ and f À1 ðY m n ÞðCÞ with the Kähler metric induced by the Kähler metric of X ðCÞ.
We have the cartesian square 
Note that f m n is still smooth over the complex numbers because f m n C ¼ f g is still a submersion. Then we can define the push-forward morphism f m n Ã .
(ii) The condition of flatness on the morphism f is only used in the reduction of general case to the case where the m n -action on the base variety is trivial. If the m n -action on Y is trivial, one can certainly remove the condition of flatness.
